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plished with remarkable ease, even though the number of victims (killed, wounded, and injured) in Petrograd was officially estimated at 1,500. According to General Denikin, only two generals offered to the tsar their services for the suppression of the revolution. The solitary attempt to use combat troops against the insurgents—the sending from Mogilev to Tsarskoe Selo of two battalions of the "Knights of St. George" (Russia's highest military decoration) under the command of General N. I. Ivanov, as spearhead of divisions to be taken from the front—came to naught. The coup d'etat was carried out by soldiers and populace of the capital. The rest of the country and the army had no direct part in the revolution but accepted it without protest, some with enthusiasm and high hope, others with foreboding and fear, but all with the recognition of its inevitability.
THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT
The Provisional Government of March 2 was the embodiment of that "government enjoying public confidence" which liberal opinion had so long demanded. With few exceptions—Kerensky, M. I. Tere-shchenko, N. V. Nekrasov—the new ministers were the very men whose names appeared in\the tentative lists of future liberal cabinets circulated in Duma and zemstvo circles prior to the fall of the monarchy. It was a bitter irony of the revolution that the members of the Provisional Government not only proved mediocre statesmen—they would probably have done better under conditions less chaotic—but tKat they also lacked public support outside the tiny group of the educated upper and middle classes. And it was Kerensky, Tereshchenko, and Nekrasov who remained longest in office, even though it was merely for a few months.
Prince G. E. Lvov,*!hinister of the interior and president of the first Provisional Government, belonged to an ancient aristocratic family. He had worked hard in his youth to restore failing family fortunes, was a wealthy landowner, and a well known zemstvo leader. In 1906, after the dissolution of the first Duma, of which he was an inconspicuous member, he was consulted by Stolypin in the abortive attempt to form a liberal cabinet. Prince Lvov's popularity during the First World War was due to his leadership of the Union of Zemstvos and also, perhaps, to the simplicity and kindliness of his manner, which endeared him to those who worked under him or had the opportunity to deal with him (and their number was large during the war). A lukewarm

